PAUL DUNMALL, PETER BRANDT, TONY MARSH: DEEP WELL (FMRCD207-0606)

Three of Europe’s finest players in their fields unite for this tremendous improvised trio recording. Paul Dunmall has played regularly with both Peter Brandt and Tony Marsh for over 30 years and the ‘deep well’ of the title refers as much to the wealth of experience they have as a unit, as it does to the ‘deep well’ of pure creativity and ideas they exhibit on these blistering seven tracks of stirring improvisation. An essential purchase for any true fan of the medium.

Recording Engineer: Stephen Allan
Recorded 17th May 2006
Produced for FMR by Trevor Taylor
CD Design: Ewan Rigg

tracklisting
1. deep well
2. well deep
3. well you didn’t
4. welling
5. deep sleep
6. well being
7. hope you’re deep